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Introduction
Danny Johnson
Commercial Director
Sportsman Game Feeds

W

elcome to the lastest edition of
The Sportsman Review.

Unfortunately, as many of us will have feared, a difficult
2020 ended with a national lockdown, which curtailed the
shooting season prematurely. A very necessary measure
in order to keep our people, friends and families safe, but
one which will no doubt have far-reaching effects for our
industry in the weeks and months ahead. We are now left
with challenging decisions relating to the birds left on the
ground and choices to be made as to how we approach the
season ahead.
Such has been the focus on Covid-19 that Brexit and Avian
Influenza (AI), significant challenges on their own in any
‘normal’ year, have been pushed off the top spot.
At face value, a Brexit deal feels like a positive development
for our industry and while it is early days, we have so far
experienced no major issues in getting key feed materials
into the country. AI represents a more immediate concern.
It continues to be prevalent within the UK wild bird
population and a heightened focus on biosecurity is going
to be important as we move into the new rearing season.
In terms of the season ahead, at Sportsman our trial work
continues to be an important part of keeping your birds
performing. We continue to conduct trial work, albeit at
a distance, and look forward to keeping you up to date on
our trials for 2021 at sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk over the
upcoming months.
We don’t just care about performance – the environment is
equally important. In this issue we proudly introduce you
to Alphasoy Gold, our replacement for fishmeal that will
deliver both performance and sustainability benefits to our
customers in the years ahead.
This edition also touches on industry assurance schemes
with the BGA, and provides updates from the NGO,
St David’s Vet and Poultry Health Services.
In these difficult times we will continue to do everything we
can to protect our staff, our customers and the birds that we
feed. While we are unable to visit farms, our team remains

Keep in
touch
Want to keep up-to-date with the
latest developments from Sportsman
as they happen? Here’s how…
Visit our website:
sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk
Join our email mailing list:
sportsman@abagri.com
with OPT IN as the subject line

on hand to provide any expertise or support that you might
require. Thank you for your continued support throughout
these unprecedented times and I wish you and your families
a safe and successful season ahead.
You can opt out of emails from Sportsman at any
time, either by clicking the relevant link in the
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email itself or emailing sportsman@abagri.com
with OPT OUT as the subject line.

Trials
update

This season has been challenging in a completely
different and unexpected way due to Covid, but
thanks to the commitment and determination
of our customers we have had a successful season
for trial work. Following on from our work last
season, we have repeated our rearer and breeder
trials to validate the response on our customers’
performance.
Dr Laura Beeson
Poultry Nutritionist
Sportsman Game Feeds

Breeder trial
In breeding birds, we evaluated the effects of a fibre product
throughout the laying period. It is important that breeding birds
are in good condition to produce eggs with viable chicks. Birds
must have sufficient body reserves and be fit, but not fat. Due
to the pressure placed on these breeding birds, feather pecking
and cannibalism may be a common issue, with obvious welfare
implications. The aim of including the fibre product in the
feed is to increase gut fill, reducing the likelihood of feather
pecking and associated vice behaviours. Additionally, due to
changing the flow of the feed through the gut, we were expecting
improvements in nutrient digestibility (reducing excretion into
the environment) leading to increased egg production
and fertility.
Based on two trials completed this season and the experience
from a customer using this product, we have been able to
demonstrate the benefits of using a fibre product to increase %
lay whilst reducing mortality. This means that overall, there are
more birds remaining at the end of the breeding period, with a
greater number of eggs (and thus chicks) for rearing or to sell.
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*Improvements in % lay were still seen despite a mycoplasma challenge
(which led to the increased mortality)

Rearer trial
Our rearing trial focused on our alternative protein Alphasoy
Gold, which has shown to be a good replacement for fishmeal
in gamebird diets. With the increasing pressure on the
sustainability and environmental impact of the use of fishmeal,
we have a product exclusive to us which has all the benefits of
fish (and more) in the feed formulation. Alphasoy Gold is not
only a highly digestible protein source, it also provides added
benefit towards gut functional properties. The specialised
processing of Alphasoy Gold means that the protein is more
available to the bird for growth, with fewer antinutritional
factors, but is also a more consistent protein source, thus
removing some of the variability associated with fishmeal.
The additional components of Alphasoy Gold support the
development of the gut from the point of hatching, which is
critical in a young bird to benefit them over their lifetime,
as well as aiding in immune modulation and in the binding

of pathogenic bacteria in the gut. To prove this concept, our
trial work compared the Alphasoy Gold against a Sportsman
equivalent diet containing fishmeal, fed to pheasants (and
partridge) over seven weeks.
We have three data sets from this season’s trial work, as well as
our 2019 trial results and experience in other poultry using this
alternative protein source.
Final body weight gain

Mortality

Trial site 1 [pheasants]





Trial site 1 [partridges]





Trial site 2*





2019 Trial data





Other poultry trials
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Average response





*Trial site 2 had a mycoplasma challenge during the laying period, so it is very
likely that this impacted the health and growth of the hatched chicks, as we are
all aware of the severe consequences of mycoplasma.

The biggest impact of Alphasoy Gold was the reduction in
mortality over the 7-week rearing period. Improvements in
early mortality are consistent with the promotion of early gut
development, which lead to better gut health and thus overall
bird health, seen as increased bird body weight gain and
reduced overall mortality. The final body weight of the birds
was higher and there was less variability in body weight seen
within the flocks. Achieving an optimal body weight earlier
might mean that birds could be sold on (or released earlier)
and reduce the amount of grower feed required. For one trial,
corrected for mortality, we calculated this to be a saving of just
over £19 per day for every 1,000 birds. Overall, our trial work
has supported our promotion of this alternative protein as a
suitable (and improved) replacement for fishmeal in game birds
and we are confident about the exclusive benefit this will give
our customers in the future.
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The importance of
good guts for gamebirds
Dr William Ingham BVM&S MRCVS
Poultry Nutritionist
Poultry Health Services
It’s an old myth that there are ten times as many
microorganisms, such as bacteria, yeasts and protozoa,
in the human body as there are human cells. In truth, there
are about equal numbers of microorganisms and host cells.
The majority of these live in your intestines, forming an
“intestinal microbiome”, also known as your “gut flora”.
A stable healthy microbiome helps to digest food and is one
of the body’s primary defences against disease. Any upset
to this balance, such as unusual foods or disease-causing
organisms can result in the type of sickness we’ve all
experienced at one time or other.
Birds are even more reliant on their gut flora for digestion
because they have a mostly plant-based diet, made of complex
molecules requiring a complex digestive process. A healthy and
stable balanced gut flora helps them extract as many nutrients
from their food as possible, improving their performance.
Changes to this balance are far worse for birds than for
humans, as it reduces their ability to digest food and also their
ability to manage such intestinal infections as coccidiosis
and Hexamita.
There are many steps which result in disease. These include
the infection getting onto the site and into the birds, which

Once a basic gut flora is established it should be nurtured to
grow with the birds. “You are what you eat” is a useful maxim.
The feed and water you supply to your birds also feed their gut
flora. A good quality, well-balanced feed will help to establish a

good biosecurity can help prevent, and the infection becoming

growing, stable, gut flora to support your birds’ health.

established in the bird. A healthy bird with a healthy gut is far

Water quality is important, as many bacteria can survive in

better at preventing infection from becoming established, and
better placed to survive and thrive after an infection.
Such healthy birds will also cope better when moved to the
release pen, by more effectively managing the stress caused
by the change in diet and environment.
Probiotics and competitive exclusion products are now
available which help to establish a good gut flora in chicks

header tanks, pipelines, and drinkers which negatively affect
the gut flora or cause disease. We advise a minimum of yearly
water testing, preferably before birds are placed, to check for
bacterial growth and biofilm formation. Water sanitisation
will remove these bacterial impurities. In addition, water
acidification can be used to help stabilise the gut flora,
and many of our clients are finding it useful in preventing

during their first few days. In other avian species we have

Hexamita and Trichomonas infections.

found that early, well established, gut floras prevent infectious

Prevention is better than cure. The microorganisms in your

microorganisms, such as Salmonella, from causing disease.
Antibiotics are a useful tool against bacterial infections, but
overuse can be detrimental to a bird’s health due to the damage
they cause to the gut flora and intestines. Use when disease is
not present can leave birds more susceptible to disease, reduce

birds’ intestines can help to protect them and reduce the
impact of disease. By promoting good gut health in your birds
throughout rearing and release, you can help them use the feed
provided more efficiently and reduce the risk of them needing
treatments.

performance, and promote the survival of antibiotic resistant
bacteria, making them ineffective in the event of disease. All
new antibiotics will be reserved for human use and continued
use of the ones we have will only remain legal if we can show
responsible use.
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. For more advice on how to best promote good
gut flora in your birds, contact your vet.
Philip Kammer

Game bird releasing
fight goes on
Tim Weston
National Gamekeepers Organisation

The Covid-19 pandemic took most of the headlines in 2020 both in terms of
what was happening with the wider world and within our own sector. Driven game
shooting like everything else was impacted by this awful virus but the work of the
National Gamekeepers Organisation had to focus on many other things as well as
keeping gamekeepers informed and up to date.
In October 2020 the High Court should have been hearing

was actually heard. The case is now over since Wild Justice

a case that could have determined the future of gamebird

withdrew but subsequently Defra announced its intention

releasing in England, and potentially elsewhere. The anti-

to introduce an interim licensing system for the releasing

shooting group Wild Justice were taking Defra to court for

of gamebirds. The system it proposes would include the

allegedly failing to regulate gamebird releasing on “European

release of pheasants and red legged partridge in and within

Protected Sites” or wherever releasing them might impact

500 metres of a European protected site (Wild Justice had

them. In England, a European protected site means any

demanded a 5km buffer zone). Defra will now consult on its

Special Area of Conservation, Special Protection Area or

licensing system idea. Scientific evidence prepared on behalf

RAMSAR wetland site. Such sites are relatively scarce in

of the NGO will now be used to respond to that consultation

places where pheasants and partridges are released but Wild

on behalf of everyone who has an active interest in the

Justice were claiming that releasing such birds outside of a

release of gamebirds. There is the possibility of further legal

protected site should also be regulated because the release

challenges, and it is unlikely that Defra will be able to come

might have an impact on the site. The case was not a call for

up with an outcome that will satisfy all parties.

straightforward ban on shooting or gamebird releasing. It
was a challenge on whether Defra had been following existing
laws which Wild Justice were going to argue required the
department to conduct assessments of all gamebird releases,
including those outside the areas listed above. Defra insisted
that they had followed protocols and the court was asked to
make a ruling through a judicial review proceeding.

Liam Bell, the chairman of the NGO, said: “The NGO will
continue to fend off any unjustified developments that could
damage our members’ interests. There is still a long way to go
on this issue and all to play for. The joint working with other
shooting organisations on this has been excellent and the
legal expenses have been shared between us all. We will,
as ever, keep our members’ interests to the fore.”

The National Gamekeepers Organisation (NGO) joined the
judicial review as an interested party at the very outset of
the legal challenge. Together with several other countryside
groups the NGO instructed lawyers to prepare our case in
support of Defra. The team was led by James Maurici QC who
won a previous judicial review about buzzard control licensing
for the NGO in 2015. Such work comes at a significant cost
of course, but the NGO has always been prudent in having
substantial reserves and has dipped into these to pay our
way and to remain at the forefront of this important
legal action.
Just days before the judicial review was due to be heard,
Wild Justice, headed by Chris Packham, withdrew the
legal challenge and claimed a victory even though no case
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A season
like no
other
Dr Kenny Nutting
BVetMEd MRCVS
St David’s Game Bird Services

As we near the end of the 2020/21 game

look after them as they have given us a lot in

It is important to note that birds can carry

season, I think many would agree when

months gone by. This will involve providing

disease without symptoms, and so testing

I say it is a season like no other that we

more feed than usual and maintaining this

is crucial to ensure that any issues are

have ever seen. With the ever-changing

feed supply until at least April if not May,

identified and dealt with in good time to

restrictions imposed on our movements

until other food sources become available

avoid any knock-on effects they could have

due to Covid-19, those who continued

for the birds.

amongst your flock. Early identification

with the season have found themselves
in a fluid ‘stop-start’ state which has
presented many challenges.

Looking ahead to 2021, we are currently
working with clients on disease investigations
and the preparation of laying stock, ensuring

Overall, my clients have remained positive

that they are in the best position to produce

throughout the season, and have tackled

healthy stock and secure a good price for their

each obstacle head on. However, as a nation

eggs and poults this season.

and across all industries I think it is safe

of any problems also allows our veterinary
team the opportunity to introduce
vaccination programmes where required,
all of which can save our clients money and
heartache in the longer term. We all know
the risk associated with Mycoplasma
(bulgy eye) in laying stock, but other

Our disease investigation is closely focused

diseases such as ORT (Ornithobacterium

on blood testing, physical examination

rhinotracheale) or TRT (avian pneumovirus)

of any caught-up or over-wintered stock,

need to be considered and tested for too.

and a review of any issues identified in the

Often found together, these diseases can

previous season. There are a number of

cause egg drops of up to 45% as well as

As a veterinary surgeon, one of the main

blood tests we can perform which can help

increased seconds and poor chick quality.

points that I have continued to reiterate this

us identify any existing disease, as well as

This can cost tens of thousands of pounds,

season is the importance of providing decent

any diseases which have previously been

whereas prevention could be only hundreds.

food and in areas that keep the birds local

present in the bird.

to say we are all longing for the efficient
roll-out of the vaccine so the next year, and
season, can proceed with more stability
than that which we have just experienced.

and interested. This is important, not only
because this is what is stated in the Code
of Good Shooting Practice, which should
always be upheld, but because it is crucial to
maintain the health and welfare of the birds
in times when natural food sources are at
much lower levels. Many gamekeepers I have
been speaking with have been particularly
careful this year to ensure sufficient feed

As we continue to navigate the challenges
and pressures that are ahead, there will be
a need to improve efficiency, save money
where appropriate, and to enhance the
systems we currently have in place. It is only
by knowing what diseases the birds have or
have not been exposed to that we can look to
maximise the numbers of eggs, chicks, and
healthy poults out of breeding stock.

has been provided to encourage the birds not

For more information on our work,

to stray, which has been a challenge when

or to speak with one of our team about

there has been much less activity on the

preventative health planning, please visit

ground than usual. As there will inevitably

www.stdavids-gamebirds.co.uk or call

be more birds remaining on the ground at

01392 872932.

the end of this season, it is important we
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Sportsman range updates
Dr Laura Beeson
Poultry Nutritionist
Sportsman Game Feeds

Alphasoy Gold/ fishmeal
Fishmeal has long been a component of Sportsman feeds due
to its value as a highly digestible protein source. The fishmeal
in Sportsman feed is sustainably sourced from fish industry
co-products. In recent years, however, we’ve seen a change
in the actual composition and potential value of sustainable
fishmeal, which no longer contains the whole fish.
Given the environmental and sustainability challenges
placed on the use of fishmeal, Sportsman strives to seek
alternatives, which are not only comparable to fishmeal
as a protein source, but also provide additional benefits to
the gamebird. Following on from our own trial work and
extensive experience with other poultry, we have identified
Alphasoy Gold as a credible replacement for fishmeal.
Exclusive within the game feed industry to Sportsman,
Alphasoy Gold is a processed soya product with an additional
yeast component to give the bird an advantage through
the development of a healthy gut and with the binding of
pathogenic bacteria in the gut. The processing steps produce
a consistent highly digestible protein, whilst reducing
antinutritional factors which may otherwise damage the
gut and provide nutrients for pathogenic bacteria to grow.
So, whilst Alphasoy Gold is a suitable protein source for the
replacement of fishmeal, it also has additional features which
have benefits for the growing bird.

Changes to the Essentials range
At Sportsman we are constantly reviewing our range and
what you, our customer, requires. We have slightly amended
our rearing diet offering to reduce complexity, whilst giving
you the choice to select the product best suited for your needs.
The starter feed feeding regime remains with the Sportsman
range only, up to when your birds reach seven weeks.
At this stage, you will now have the option to continue
with the Sportsman Grower range or opt for the lower
specification Essentials Grower diet. From 7-12 weeks, we will
be offering a single grower diet for the Essentials range, a
20% protein diet (available in 2.5mm or 3.2mm pellets) which
meets all the nutritional needs and requirements for your
birds through this phase at a budget price.
Should you wish to discuss these important
developments further, please do not hesitate to get in
touch by emailing us at sportsman@abagri.com
or contacting your account manager directly.
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Introducing Best British Game
Liam Stokes
CEO
British Game Alliance

The past season was extraordinary and in many ways unpleasant, but it also
marked a seminal moment for the game meat sector. A new line of game meat
products appeared on the shelves of Sainsbury’s, bearing the mark of
Best British Game.
Best British Game is a mark issued by the British Game Alliance

The Best British Game mark is underpinned by independently

(BGA) to meat produced on its member shoots. The game meat in

audited assurance of the shoots on which that game is harvested.

Sainsbury’s is processed and distributed by Holme Farm Venison,

The standards against which we audit our members are publicly

and at the time of launch was projected to move about half a

available on our website and are derived from the Code of Good

million head of game. The British Game Alliance has a three-

Shooting Practice. The Code underpins all game shooting in the

pronged mission and one of those prongs is boosting the sales and

UK and brings together both the science of game and wildlife

consumption of game, so the Sainsbury’s launch was an exciting

management and the stringent legal framework in which game

development. Throughout these tough times of lockdown, we have

shooting must operate. Our standard takes that document and

been working to bring game into the home and get people cooking

renders it into an auditable format, whilst considering any

it in their own kitchens. That is a lot easier if home cooks can find

additional requirements of the retailers and other stockists who

game on the shelves wherever they shop.

we want to encourage to sell game.

The excitement was however amplified tenfold by the application

The standard covers everything from the handling of shot game

of our Best British Game mark. Any customer sweeping their

as meat for the table, all the way back to the husbandry of laying

eyes over the range of meat on the supermarket shelves would

birds. In fact last year we extended the scheme to encompass

expect to see a mark of best practice on almost every pack. Even

game farms, as we build towards a fully-auditable supply chain

if not consciously looking for these logos – and as we know most

with assurance reaching every stage of a bird’s management

consumers aren’t – packs without one are conspicuous. The Holme

and harvest.

Farm Venison lines were the very first game bird meat to enter a
supermarket with a best practice mark of their own.

Seeing our mark in a major supermarket is an indication that the
standard and the assurance is credible. The next step is to grow

The two remaining prongs of the BGA mission are to develop and

participation among even more shoots and game farms, so we can

modernise the game sector, and to establish credible assurance.

finally boast of a modern, assured game shooting sector.

Assured game meat on the shelves of a major supermarket
represents a huge step towards both of those objectives.
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Sourcing
sustainable
soya
Hugh Barton
Senior Raw Material Manager
Sportsman Game Feeds

Sportsman is supporting the sustainable
production of soya, and for the last three
seasons we have paid a premium for
all soya included in our feed rations to
encourage soya producers to continue to
grow sustainably. All the certification
schemes that Sportsman use specify zero
deforestation. This means the soya has

rights. Regular audits of the farms ensure compliance to the

not been grown in areas that have been

standards. Examples of responsible sourcing schemes used by

converted from forest or other valuable
native habitats since agreed cut-off dates.

Sportsman are RTRS (Round Table for Responsible Soya), CRS
(Cefetra Responsible Soya) and Cargill Triple S.
Sportsman is part of the AB Agri group and our AB Agri

The Federation of European Feed Compounders (FEFAC)

representatives have played an active role in developing the

provides guidance on what makes a good certification

FEFAC benchmarking system for assessing these standards

scheme for sustainably produced soya by setting a minimum

through participation in the FEFAC sustainability committee.

benchmark. These schemes are called responsible sourcing

AB Agri also participates in the government-backed UK

schemes. In order to be certified, soya growers must meet

Round Table on Sustainable Soya. The UK Round Table has

required standards for protecting the environment, human

representatives from throughout the UK supply chain and is

and social responsibilities, community relations, good

focused on working together to eliminate deforestation from

agricultural practice and compliance to local laws and land

our supply chains.
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Wild and Game new year, new goals
Steven Frampton
Director
Wild and Game

After an exciting and busy 2020, Wild and Game
is set to forge ahead in 2021 with a host of
new products and offerings, as co-founder
Steven Frampton told us.
The past year has been a busy one for Wild and Game, the Bristolbased company on a mission to put game more fully on the
British menu. With the arrival of the first Covid-19 lockdown
the company focused its efforts on great value food delivered to
the door, introducing its first “self-isolation box”, a discounted
meat box containing some of the most popular Wild and Game
products. It proved such as runaway success that many more
themed boxes followed, with staff working around the clock to
fulfil orders.
That momentum continued throughout 2020, with the result
that the company’s online, direct to customer business now forms
the biggest part of its operation – although it continues to sell
to independent shops and farm stores, and has started making
inroads into supermarkets, which was always part of
the company’s mission.

Now Steven and his team are looking forward to a year of building
on the solid foundations formed in the past three years, adding to
Wild and Game’s range and also to its lists of stockists.
The company has also amplified its efforts to get people cooking
with game, sharing regular recipe updates that show how easy it
is to use game in a huge variety of cooking styles and traditions,
with Japanese, Indian, Mexican, Spanish and African dishes all
featuring in recent months. For customers who want to combine
the pleasures of receiving a meat box with a bit of culinary
inspiration, the company now offers special recipe boxes that
contain exclusive recipe booklets and all the meat required to cook
them. This year, Wild and Game will offer a new box with a new set
of recipes each month, with flavours and themes chosen
to suit the seasons.

“We’re very excited about what’s in store for 2021,” says
Steven. “We’re reviving the British tradition of cooking
with game but with a truly modern approach, and we’re
delighted by how enthusiastic our customers are about
embracing these wonderful ingredients.”

“We’ve been delighted with how much our customer
base has grown in 2020,” says Wild and Game co-founder
Steven Frampton.

“It’s been such a difficult year for so many people and
we were pleased to be able to offer a range of great value
food boxes that brightened people’s lockdowns, and in
many cases introduced them to new ingredients. We
were founded with the aim of bringing game to a wider
audience and this year has really accelerated that.”
Wild and Game continued to broaden its product range
throughout 2020, extending its venison range with a venison
lasagne and cottage pie and adding to its hugely popular pie
selection with new fillings and four family-sized pies: chicken,
pheasant and mushroom; beef, pheasant and Hooky Ale;
pheasant leek and portobello mushroom; and venison, beef,
red wine and cranberry.

“These have been selling extremely well,” says Steve.
“They offer excellent value: you get enough to feed four
for just £8.99, and in a year where people have wanted
value while still enjoying great quality food, I think
these really struck a chord.”
Christmas 2020 proved exceptionally busy for Wild and Game
and saw it offering festive hampers and gift vouchers alongside
its special winter meat boxes. Among other things, the hampers
showcased a new range of charcuterie, with treats such as venison
bresaola, rabbit salami and wild boar salami all continuing to sell
well into the New Year.
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For the full range of products visit
wildandgame.co.uk

Inspiration for your game creations
Wild and Game regularly release recipes to introduce people to the pleasures of cooking
with game. Here are two exclusive recipes for you to try at home.
Chilli and lemon partridge with lemony spaghetti

BBQ pulled partridge buns

Ingredients (serves 4-5)

Ingredients (serves 4)

1 pack Wild and Game lemon and chilli marinated partridge
breast fillets,
fillets, cut into pieces

For the partridge

2 red chillies, finely diced
100g Parmesan, grated
Zest of one lemon
3-4 tbsp lemon juice depending on taste
3 tsp minced garlic
2 tbsp olive oil
2 handfuls chopped parsley
500g spaghetti
Salt and pepper
200ml of the liquid you cooked the pasta in

1 pack of 6 Wild and Game partridge breast fillets
1 stick of celery, cut into chunks
1 carrot, cut into big chunks
1 onion, quartered (you can leave the skin on)
A bay leaf and a couple of sprigs of any woody herbs you
have available
A pinch of whole peppercorns
1 clove
For the BBQ sauce
150g tomato ketchup
1.5tsp Dijon mustard
1 tbsp cider vinegar or white wine vinegar

Method

3 tsp honey

1. Cook the spaghetti in salted water until al dente.
Drain but reserve 200ml of the cooking water.

1 tsp liquid smoke (optional)

2. Heat the olive oil and cook the partridge for 5 minutes or until
cooked through. Sprinkle with salt and pepper as it cooks.

Half a tsp smoked paprika

3. Add the garlic, chilli and lemon zest and cook for 30 seconds.
Add 3 tbsp of lemon juice. Turn the heat low.
4. Add the spaghetti to the pan and toss until coated.
5. Add the Parmesan and 200ml of cooking liquid. Toss again.
6. Season to taste and add a bit more lemon juice if desired.
7. Stir in the parsley and serve immediately.

2 tsp Worcestershire sauce
25g brown sugar

Method
1. Place the partridge breasts with the vegetables, herbs,
peppercorns and cloves in a pan, cover with water and heat
until bubbling then simmer for 10 minutes or until the meat
is cooked through. Remove and leave to cool.
2. Meanwhile, make the sauce by heating all the sauce
ingredients in a pan until you have a bubbling, glossy sauce.
3. When the meat has cooled enough to handle, shred it with your
fingers or a couple of forks. Toss in the sauce until coated.
4. Serve in the buns with the coleslaw.
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Closing comments
Kevin Adamson
National Sales Account Manager
Sportsman Game Feeds

It would be an understatement to say 2020 has been a challenge
and 2021 is already throwing up more questions than answers.
However, as I wrote in my closing comments in the autumn,
we remain committed to our longstanding mission statement
of providing top quality feed and a service you can trust at a
realistic price.
Although there is much uncertainty in the industry, with
Covid-19, the repercussions from the Brexit deal and the
challenge within the raw material market, we remain
committed to continuing our research with the right partners in
2021 and beyond. Our recent trial work, which led to Alphasoy
Gold replacing fishmeal, taught us the value of such research
and how important it is to have a well-managed and controlled
programme to ensure data is clear and accurate, in turn leading
to well-informed decisions when it comes to our feed.
In the same way that the BGA sets the standards for game
meat to table, Sportsman also focuses on the part we play
in developing and maintaining a sustainable supply chain,
ensuring the use of high quality and environmentally-friendly
ingredients in all of our diets. As demonstrated in the article
by Hugh Burton on sustainable soya, Sportsman is continually
exploring ways to source the best possible raw materials.
Alphasoy Gold, our exclusively-sourced fishmeal replacement
protein, also demonstrates our commitment to environmental
protection, whilst providing the highest-quality nutritional
content and producing optimum performance in the end bird.
On the service front Jess Baker (was Jacobs) has been in situ for
a while now as a support co-ordinator. Jess has done a fantastic
job working alongside our planning and delivery team (James
Laughton in the main) and ensuring the sales team have what
they need in place to supply their customers. We recognised in
2020 the support co-ordinator role was too big for one person
and to that end we have strengthened the team by seconding
Becky Cherry into the role. We now have cover for both the
East and West. Jess and Becky will share responsibility for
the North and Scotland.
As always, our partners play a key role in contributing to what
I hope is an informative Review and I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them for their continued support.
I wish you all well and hope we can all move forward in 2021
with confidence.
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The Sportsman range of game feeds
Sportsman feeds can be fed in a variety of
ways, depending on individual circumstances.
Visit sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk for full details.
Avatec can be added where appropriate on request as an aid in the
prevention of coccidiosis.
Each feed forms part of a unified range of interlinked,
complimentary products where the nutritional inputs at each stage
are designed to support the highest levels of performance. Best
results will be achieved by following the recommended feeding
programmes carefully from hatch to release.

The Sportsman Range of Game Feeds
The Sportsman range and recommended feeding programmes are shown below.
CODE

NAME

PROTEIN

PHEASANTS

PARTRIDGE

R024A or
R024P

Maintenance/Prebreeder Mini Pellets or Pellets

13.0

Catching up to 3 wks before 1st egg

R025A or
R025P

Game Breeder No. 1 Mini Pellets
or Pellets

20.0

From 3 wks before
1st egg and through lay

R026P

Game Breeder No. 2 Pellets

17.5

From 3 wks before 1st
egg and through lay

R020S

Game Starter Superfine Crumbs

28.0

R020F

Game Starter Fine Crumbs

28.0

0-2 wks of age

0-3 wks of age

R020L

Game Starter Micro Pellets

28.0

2-4 wks of age

3-6 wks of age

R020V

Game Starter Coarse Crumbs

26.0

As required to 3/4 wks
of age

As required to 4/5 wks
of age

R021A

Game Grower No. 1 Mini Pellets

23.5

As required 4-6/7 wks
of age

6-9/10 wks of age

R021P

Game Grower No. 1 Pellets

23.5

4-6/7 wks of age

As required 6-9/10 wks
of age

R022A

Game Grower No. 2 Mini Pellets

20.0

R022P

Game Grower No. 2 Pellets

20.0

6/7 – 12 wks of age

As required 9/10 –
12/13 wks of age

R037P

Poult Release Pellets

16.0

12 wks+ and release

12/13 wks+ and release

From 3 wks before 1st
egg and through lay

First few days

9/10 – 12/13 wks of age

Feeding Guide for all Sportsman Feeds (quantities include any grain fed)
WEEK
1

WEEKLY INTAKE kg/1000 BIRDS
PHEASANTS

PARTRIDGE

110

80

WEEK
7

WEEKLY INTAKE kg/1000 BIRDS
PHEASANTS

PARTRIDGE

320

210

2

160

100

8

350

240

3

190

130

9

400

260

4

220

160

10

420

290

5

260

170

11

450

300

6

290

200

12

490

320

BREEDING PHEASANTS

500

kg/1000 birds per week

BREEDING PARTRIDGE

325

kg/1000 birds per week
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There’s plenty more
from us online…
Keep up-to-date at sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk for all the
latest news, nutritional advice and trial results.
Want to know more about our product ranges? Our website hosts our entire
range of feeds for pheasants, partridge and wildfowl. Here you will also find
features, benefits and recommended feeding programmes. Be sure to speak
with your local sales rep if you require further information about any of
our diets.
For the latest news, additional features and exclusive recipes visit our
website where regular updates will be available.

For our latest video visit:
sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk/videos

An update from Mark
Mark Jolliffe Account Manager, Sportsman Game Feeds

Starting a new job is always an exciting time; new people to meet, new tasks to complete, new things to learn. Changing jobs
during a global pandemic, however, means that those tasks are all completed remotely using technology, a concept we have
all had to get better at during the recent unprecedented times!
Over the last few months, it has been a pleasure to speak with a good number of our customers in the East of England.
I look forward to speaking with the rest of our Eastern customers as we progress into the 2021 season. Let’s hope those
conversations can be face-to-face sooner rather than later!
Moving from ABN to Sportsman is a really exciting change for me, with the introduction
of our exclusive, innovative, industry-leading alternative protein product, Alphasoy Gold.
The world is an ever-changing place; we are rightly more environmentally and sustainability
conscious and Alphasoy Gold is a real step forward for Sportsman with regard to both of
these aspects.
In the East of England for the 2021 season, our highly regarded Sportsman Agent, Derrick Issitt,
will continue to work with me. Derrick’s wealth of knowledge and respect in the game feed industry
is invaluable to us and I am really looking forward to working with Derrick this season. Many of
you will have worked with Andrew Davies in recent years and I would like to personally thank
Andrew for his support in my transition to Sportsman. Andrew will continue to work with me
in the East, retaining management of a number of Eastern accounts for the 2021 season,
while concentrating on sales in the West.

Thank you for your warm welcome and I look forward to working with you in 2021.

The team

Kevin Adamson
07802 597 030

Andrew Davies
07879 014 101

Andy Phillips
07802 596 773

Andy Watson
07930 418 815

Philip Kammer
07836 593 800

Derrick Issitt
07711 750 160

Jessica Baker
07860 862 718

Becky Cherry
07707 275 718

Get to know our experts at Sportsman by visiting sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk/team
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Thanks for reading

W

e hope you’ve enjoyed this issue of The Sportsman Review. If you have any questions, comments,
views on industry topics or if you have a story you would like us to share, please get in touch with
us at sportsman@abagri.com. We will feature the best topics online or in our next publication.

Sportsman Contacts
National
Sales Manager
Kevin Adamson
07802 597 030
Scotland
Phil Kammer
07836 593 800
North and
North West
Andrew Davies
07879 014 101
Midlands
Andy Watson
07930 418 815
Jessica Baker
07860 862 718
Wales and West
Andrew Davies
07879 014 101
Becky Cherry
07707 275 718
South West
Andy Phillips
07802 596 773
Becky Cherry
07707 275 718
East Anglia
and South East
Mark Jolliffe
07718 253 213
Andrew Davies
07879 014 101
Derrick Issitt
07711 750 160
Jessica Baker
07860 862 718
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Head Office: Peterborough
Business Park, Lynch Wood
PE2 6FL
01733 871000
sportsman@abagri.com
sportsmangamefeeds.co.uk
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